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Foreword

During the transition to a market economy, by the legal, economic, and institutional envi-
the firms in Central and Eastern Europe have ronment in which they operate. The major
experienced severe shocks unlike anything challenge for the governments in the transi-
experienced by their counterparts in Western tion economies is to reform their economic
countries. Instead of planning authorities systems so as to create an environment that
telling firms what to produce and providing will encourage firms to restructure to meet
the necessary inputs and financing, firms these shocks.
must now sell their products and services and The reform process in Central and East-
buy their inputs in the marketplace with ern Europe has been underway for five or
prices set by supply and demand. Moreover, more years. Firm level data are now avail-
demand for their products in traditional mar- able to show how large firms are restructur-
kets has been reduced. They have been ing in response to these shocks. This study
forced to find new markets, often in unfamil- attempts to measure which country's large
iar Western countries with higher quality firms have restructured the most. Various
standards. Lowered trade barriers mean that measures of restructuring are used including
they face increased competition from im- change in export performance, factor pro-
ported products even in their home markets. ductivity, profitability, and rate of return on
The final shock has been a severe economic capital.
depression in all countries of the region. More importantly, however, the study

Such shocks would probably overwhelm sheds light on which reform strategy has
the managers and workers of a firm in any created the environment most conducive to
country. The fact that the managers and firm restructuring. It is intended to be of
vorkers in some of the firms in the region assistance to policy makers in the region
have been able to restructure their firms to concerned with firm restructuring and thus
cope with these shocks is an indication of recovery from the severe shocks to their
their skills, abilities, and hard work. economies.

The response of managers and workers
to these shocks, however, is also influenced

Anil Sood
Director

Technical Department
Europe and Central Asia

Middle East and North Africa Regions
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Summary
This analysis uses firm-level data to measure provement was shown in the Czech and Slo-
how the largest industrial firms in five Cen- vak Republics.
tral and Eastern European countries restruc- Third, changes in profitability or loss is
tured during 1992-94 and to make projec- perhaps the most comprehensive measure of
tions through 2000. We show that large firms restructuring. These firms were divided into
in the Czech Republic have restructured the five categories according to their degree of
most and project that few will become insol- profit or loss. The performance of each firm
vent in the future. The next best performance was then tracked over 1992-94. This resulted
is by large firms in Slovakia, Hungary, and in a "transition matrix" for each country that
Poland. Performance is much worse in Bul- shows the percentage of large firms in each
garia. An important consequence of these profit/loss category that moved to another
findings is that banks in the best-performing category or stayed the same.
countries will have fewer loan losses, thus These matrices show that unprofitable
reducing the need for governments to recapi- firms in the Czech Republic have adjusted as
talize the banks. vigorously as those in Western countnres

State firms performed poorly under cen- (data from the United Kingdom are used for
tral planning. The fault did not lie with indi- comparison). By contrast, the movement of
vidual firms, however, but rather with the firms across states of profitability or loss
economic system. Transition to a market was nearly random in Bulgaria. This finding
economy involves creating the preconditions suggests that the economic environment is
for continuous restructuring: liberalization, the most important factor in encouraging
deregulation, and allocation of property firm-level restructuring, and the extent of
rights to private owners (privatization). The privatization is the most important element of
Czech Republic has carried out this systemic that environment. Progress in privatization
restructuring faster than the other countries seems to correspond closely to the extent of
of the region. In particular, privatization restructuring of large firms across these
(primarily using vouchers) is nearly com- countries.
plete. Using a Markov chain process, we can

Financial data were obtained for the simulate the future financial performance of
largest 300-500 industrial firms in each large enterprises assuming that the economic
country. Using these data, the extent of firm environment encouraging them to restructure
restructuring was measured in four ways. is unchanged, in the other words, the transi-
Though we have only analyzed this subset of tion matrix is constant over time. This can be
firms, they are the most important in the thought of as extrapolating past trends into
economy, and our conclusions are probably the future. In particular, we project the cu-
applicable to smaller firms as well. mulative proportion of large firms that would

First, the export performance of these become insolvent by 2000 under these as-
firms was measured. Firms that have restruc- sumptions. The results are: Czech Republic
tured will be more able to compete on inter- (5%), Slovakia (9%), Hungary (12%), Po-
national markets with their demanding price land (19%), and Bulgaria (39%).
and quality standards. Exports have grown An important issue is to what extent the
the most in the Czech and Slovak Republics. high level of insolvency in some countries is

Second, the improvement in the effi- due to the poor condition of large firms at the
ciency of using labor and materials (variable start of the transition. For example, many
factor productivity) was measured. Have more firms in Bulgaria were unprofitable at
large firms eliminated waste in the use of the start of the transition. But if the economic
inputs and reduced surplus labor? Most im- environment in the Czech Republic (that is,

the Czech transition matrix) could be trans-

RESTRUCTURING LARGE INDUSTRIAL FIRMS Vil



ferred to Bulgaria, the share of insolvent implications for their banking systems. Using
Bulgarian firms by 2000 would drop from data on the amount of loans by banks to
39% to 14%, according to our projections. firms in each profit/loss category, we project

The fourth measure of restructuring is the percentage of bank loans to these firms
the level of and changes in the rate of return that will not be repaid due to firm insolvency.
on capital for large firms in these countries. In the worst-performing countries annual
The popular belief is that the transition to loan loss rates for the banks are projected to
market has resulted in large losses for most be as high as 13-17%. By contrast, the
large firms. The reality is more complicated. Czech Republic and Slovakia are projected
At one extreme, Bulgaria has a low average to have loan loss rates of 2% or less - com-
rate of return but a wide variation indicating parable to Western countries. These lower
that at least a few large firms are highly rates suggest that banks in the best-
profitable. At the other extreme, the Czech performing countries may be able to recapi-
Republic has an average rate of return simi- talize themselves through higher lending
lar to Westem countries and much less margins without the need for government
variation. This outcome suggests that the bailouts.
economic environment in the Czech Republic In conclusion, the countries that have
both encourages loss-makers to become made the most progress in economic reform
profitable and encourages competition which (most notably in privatization) are reaping
reduces high profits. the greatest benefits in the form of rapid firm

The projected high levels of firm insol- restructuring, greater exports, high rates of
vency in some of the countries has profound return on capital, and improved financial

health of the banking system.

VilI POHL, DJANKOV, AND ANDERSON



Enterprise restructuring is essential Figure 1: Return to capital in Soviet in-Entepris resrucurin is ssenial dusty, 1950486 _________

The restructuring of large industrial firms is 30%
a key policy issue in the transition econo- l
mies. These firms must restructure in order 25%
to become more efficient and compete in the 20%
global economy. Failure to restructure would 15%
also have a large impact on the banks that 10%
have made loans to these firms, since un- \
profitable firms cannot service their loans.

This analysis uses firm-level data to 0%
measure how large firms restructured during 1950 54 58 62 66 70 74 78 82 86
1992-94 and to make projections through Source: Easterlyand Fischer(1994).
2000. All of these firms were owned by the
state at the start of transition. The data cover methods. Poor performance resulted in a
the largest industrial firms (manufacturing, declining return to new capital investment,
mining, and construction) in 5 countries of which in turn meant that ever-larger capital
Central and Eastern Europe. These are Bul- investments were needed to maintain the Datafor the larg-
garia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, same rate of growth (Figure 1). The main estfirms is used to
and Slovakia.'

These countries have pursued very dif- reason firms performed poorly, however was show which re-
ferent reform strategies. Thus our analysis not the shortcomings of their managers or form strategy has
Suggests which reformn strategy has been workers. The reason was the economic sys- resulted in the
most successful in fostering firm restructur- tem, namely, the command economy. most restructur-
ing. It supportstheviewthatit is fruitless for Under central planning, managers and ing.

workers were unable to make the myriadgovernments to pick winners and try and p
restructure them; Instead goverruents should prdcin aktn,adivsmn e'
restructurkethe infstead govmpetint sud sions that need to be made in any economy.

eliminate inefficient firms. These decisions were left to central planners,
who were unable to ensure that the decisions
were implemented as intended. The conse-

The legacy of the past quences of this distorted enviromnent in-

Compared with market economies, the cen- cluded a lack of incentives for firms to per-
trally planned economies of Central and form well, slow technological progress, and
Eastem Europe performed poorly, largely low productivity
because state firms performed poorly. To Because the planning system was an
foreign visitors these firms often seemed like unreliable supplier of inputs, firms tended to
museums of technology, using outdated be self-contained and vertically integrated. Poor performance

They produced a large share of components offirms is due to
equipment, machinery, and management in-house at suboptimal scale using inefficient the economic sys-

methods. Small dynamic firms were almost tem.
To our knowledge, only one previous study completely missing, as were large firms with

(Estrin, Gelb, and Singh, 1995) compares the a strong presence in intemational markets.
restructuring of enterprises across countries in Participation by firms in intemational trade
the region. It used data from a sample of 43 was sharply limited because the field was
firms in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland. dominated by state trading corporations.
Other studies have examined firm restructuring Introduction of foreign technology, marketing
in individual countries. For a survey of these skills, and best management practices was
studies, see Svejnar (1996).

RESTRUCTURING LARGE INDUSTRIAL FIRMS



slowed by the lack of contact with foreign Box 1: The tasks of transition
buyers, suppliers, and competitors.

1. Liberalization
* removing price controls

Moving to market * free establishment of firms
The transition from plan to market involves liberalizing domestic and external trade
a fundamental restructuring of social and 2. Creation of a legal framework for private
economic institutions (Box 1). Central to this sector activities
process is radical decentralization of deci- * establishing property rights over, physi-
sionmaking to those who know best, namely, clalifying rights and obligations in pri-
the owners and managers of firms. This vate transactions (contract law)
process involves liberalizing the economic * developing specialized laws on corpo-
system and allocating property rights to rations, bankruptcy, banking, competi-

The economic individual owners and investors tion, and so on
system needs to be (privatization). Most Central and Eastem 3. Full assignment of property rights
restructured European governments have made quick privatizing small and large firms includ-

progress in carrying out liberalization. Pri- ing banks
vatization of small firms (primarilv in the privatizing land and housing

service secorhaasoee .d * returning property to previous owners
conrvices.eWith thesexception ofpid the Czh 4. Reformed role for government
countries. With the exception of the Czech *regulating the financial system
Republic, however, privatization of large reforming tax and budget
firms has been slow. Furthermore, many reforming pensions and social welfare
large firms are unprofitable and their losses systems
are financed by the government. * stabilizing fiscal and monetary systems.

As long as resources continue to be used
in loss-making firms, economic progress will many cases firms must substantially reduce
be slow. Catching up with more efficient their labor forces. Firms may also need to
Westem firms, however, cannot happen at concentrate on a few core activities in which
once. To be as productive as their Western they have a competitive advantage. Hard
neighbors, Czech or Polish workers, for ex- budget constraints need to be in place to
ample, would need a new and much larger force managers to make these tough deci-
capital stock costing hundreds of billions of sions. If no one is willing to finance the
dollars.2 It is unlikely that investment levels losses of these firms, they will have no choice
will be high enough to allow firms in the but to eliminate the losses by increasing pro-

Decision making region to catch up to their Western competi- ductivity.3
Decision making tors in the next decade or two. One of the strengths of a market econ-
must be decentral- In the meantime, however, firms can omy is that it encourages private owners and
ized to private undertake a variety of measures to improve managers to undertake the needed restructur-
owners. productivity and return to profitability. In ing of firms by giving them strong financial

incentives to do so. Private owners will re-
2For example, Western German industrial work- move managers if they are not capable and
ers have, on average, a physical capital stock Of may sell the firm to new owners if they can
$100,000 (of which 60% is machinery and manage it better. Restructuring programs
equipment). Equipping only industrial workers, care ut betvernmentrmini aregnot
and just with machinery and equipment (no new y g
buildings), would cost some $125 billion for the likely to be an effective substitute for the
Czech Republic and $400 billion for Poland. combined efforts of thousands of pnrvate
These amounts are equivalent to four to five owners and managers.
times GDP or more than 100 years of foreign
direct investment inflows (although the inflow
into the Czech Republic in 1995 was substan- 3 See Djankov and Hoekman (1996), for a de-
tially higher than in previous years). tailed study of Bulgarian, Czech, and Polish

firms.

2 POHL, DJANKOV, AND ANDERSON



Box 2: Two views on restructuring
Approaches to reform strategies
Two different reform strategies have been European Bank for Reconstruction and
prominent in the transition economies. Sup- Development (EBRD)
porters of micro restructuring usually focus it is now clear that successful enterprise
on shortcomings at the firm level and em- restructuring depends not only upon owner-
phasize the role of strategic investors who ship (e.g. state versus private), but also
can provide capital and managerial expertise upon the structure of control and the finan-
to restructure enterprises (for an example, cial constraints faced. It appears that mass
see Box 2). privatization programmes, which have left

By contrast, supporters of systemic re- control either in the hands of private insiders
structuring argue that the shortcomings of (employees and/or managers) or diluted

among private voucher holders, have so far
state firms are the logical consequence of the produced only limited, primarily reactive,
command economy. To improve performance restructuring. However, privatisation with
at the firm level, the economic system has to dominant outside ownership, especially in
be changed first. Firm-level restructuring the form of foreign direct investment, ap-
would then follow almost automatically. pears to generate deeper restructuring,
Prime Minister Klaus of the Czech Republic which leads to significant performance im-
has been the most vocal advocate of rapid, provement.
systemic restructuring (Box 2).

The key difference between the two Source: EBRD (1995), p. 128.
strategies is the speed and nature of privati-
zation. Proponents of micro restructuring Prime Minister Klaus, Czech Republic
emphasize the quality of privatization and the
need to find the best possible private owners. In the economic sense, the transformation
They support case-by-case methods modeled amounts to nothing more or less than
on Western privatization practices (such as "converting central planning into a market

economy," which means deregulation, lib-those in the United Kingdom) even though eralization and privatization.
these methods are slow. Proponents of sys-
temic restructuring, on the other hand, argue ... it is the economy as a whole, not a particu-
for speed over quality, insisting that rapid lar state-owned firm or firms that calls for
and massive privatization will lead to faster transformation. In other words, however
restructuring of firms. The search for the efficient or inefficient, financially healthy or Privatization is
best owners can be left to capital markets unhealthy individual businesses may ap- almost complete in
after privatization. pear, it is not them, but the whole economy,

About half the large state firms in the which requires a change. the Czech Repub-
Czech Republic was privatized by mid-1993 lic.
Czechfirst wavepublic ucwas privatizedabytid 3 T We consider it unnecessary to design tech-in a first wave of voucher privatization. The niques and legislation with respect to the
other half was privatized In a second wave in objective of selecting perfect owners. An
1993-94. The government retains majority objective like this is far beyond the capacity
ownership in only a small number of firms in of post-communist governments and first
petroleum refining, energy, and utilities. Of (initial) owners may not be the final ones,
the large firms in our data set, 82% had ma- anyway.
jority private ownership by the end of 1994. Source: Klaus (1993)
Since Slovakia participated in the first wave
of the Czechoslovak mass privatization,
about half of its large firms was also privat- Privatization of large firms has been
ized in this way. Though Slovakia has not slower in the other countries. In Poland, only
had a second wave of mass privatization, it 36 out of the 345 large firms in our data set
has rapidly privatized additional firms were privatized through sales to investors
through management-led buyouts in 1995- and another 32 have been included in the
96. mass privatization program in 1995. In Hun-

RESTRUCTURING LARGE INDUSTRIAL FIRMS 3



Table 1: Characteristics of firms in the
gary sale of firms to foreign investors has data set, 1992-94
received the most publicity, but this is not the Share of

dominant form of ownership. Prior to the industal
Number Average employment

official privatization program, managers offirms employment (percent)

were able to transfer ownership of many Bulgaria 530 656 20

state firms to new private companies in what Czech Rep. 470 1,313 32

was called "spontaneous" privatization. As Hungary 301 1,076 23

a result cross-ownership is common, with Poland 345 1,842 13

one Hungarian company being a shareholder Slovakia 370 632 18

in another coupled with shareholdings by UK 350 7,800 34

private individuals and the state. In Bulgaria
only a small fraction of the largest firms have 1,800 in Poland (Table 1). The size of these
been privatized, for example, only 9 of the firms is much less than the average for large

Theoperformanceffirms in our data set. UK firms (nearly 8,000 employees). The
of the largest 300- share of total industrial employment ac-
500 firms in five Measures of restructuring counted for by these firms ranged from 13%
countries was ex- in Poland to more than 30% in the Czech
amined To measure the extent of firm restructuring Republic

and thus evaluate which reform strategy has Since we are only examin firms that
been most successful, weShavewexaminedly ex mg frstabeen most successful, we have examnined were in state ownership at the beginning of

both aggregate economic data and firm spe- transition, our conclusions would not apply
clfic financial data. We first examined ag-cific financial data. We first examined ag- to the new firms established by private inves-

gregate economic performance since rapid tors. Also we have only examined the largest
restructuring of firms should lead to an im- firms in each country. If large firms, for
provement in the overall economy. Next weexamine flil ad od daa for* example, have restructured less than smaller

examinedfidprouction dfirms, we may be underestimating the extent
the largest firms in each country. For each o r

finn,~ ~ , wemaue.hne n of restructuring by all former state cnter-firm, we measured changes in: prises.
-export performnance; rssfaexport performance; For some countries we had complete data

- factor productivity; for all firms and found that the overall results
- profitability or loss; and were not sensitive to firm size. Even if this is
* rate of return on capital. not the case, our comparisons of the extent of

restructuring between countries would not be
Data for large firms affected. This is because the size and impor-

tance of the set of firms examined wasFinancial and employment data were ob- roughly the same in all countries with the
tained for the largest 300-500 industrial possible exception of Poland. Thus our con-
firms in five transition economies. Data was
available for three years (1992, 93, 94) in
Bulgaria, Poland, and Hungary. Data was Table 2: Aggregate economic perform-
available for four years (1991, 92, 93, 94) in ance of transition economies (1992-94)

Export Performance
the Czech Republic but only for two years Change in Per capita.

(1992, 93) in Slovakia. Hereafter the analy- GDP, 1994 growth
y- Country (percenit) (Us. (percent)

sis of firm restructuring refers only to this set dollars)

of the largest firms in each country. For Bulgaria -2.2 370 24

comparison with a developed Western econ- Czech Rep. 10.6 1,260 42'

omy, similar data were obtained for the larg- Hungary 2.1 1,050 2

est 350 industrial firms in the United King- Poland 7.4 450 30

dom. Slovakia 9.1 950 35'

The average size of these firms ranged 'excludes Czech-Slovak trade
from about 600 employees in Slovakia to Source: MF Directory of Trade Statistics
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Figure 2: Annual growth in exports by
clusions about which reform strategy has large firms, 1992-94 (percent)
most encouraged enterprise restructuring Bulgaria __ 19
would still be valid. If large firms have typi-
cally restructured less than small firms, how- Czech Rep.
ever, we may have underestimated the extent Hungary 9
of overall firm restructuring in Poland com- Poland 18
pared to the other countries because the Pol-
ish firms examined were somewhat larger
than in the other countries. 0 10 20 30

^1992-93

Aggregate economic performance.

Since aggregate economic performance is Figure 3: Annual change in variable factor
closely linked to the performance of large productivity for large firms, 1992-94
firms, national income statistics may indicate (percent)
which country's firms have restructured the
most. These statistics are not very reliable in Bulgaria 1.3
most transition economies, however. They Czech Rep. 1
are still geared to the state sector and do not Hungary 3.4
fully reflect the emerging private sector. Poland 3.0

Recognizing these limitations, it appears Slovakia' 8_ _ 

that growth of GDP between 1992 and 1994
(the same period for which we have data on 0.0 2.0 4.0 6.0 8.0 10.0
the performance of large firms in each coun- -1992-93

try) has been the highest in the Czech Re- Czech and Slovak
public followed in order by Slovakia, Poland, firms seem able to
Hungary, and Bulgaria (Table 2). As dis- Western companies in the world market.4 compet in foreign
cussed below, the other measures of restruc- However, export performance could also be export markets
turing based on data for the large firms also attributed to macro-economic policies, such
suggest that the extent of restructuring fol- as the extent of overvaluation or undervalua-
lows approximately the same ranking. tion of domestic currencies.

Change in exports Change in factor productivity

Export performance in competitive world A key measure of restructuring is the im-
markets is probably a more accurate and provement in the efficiency with which the
comparable measure of restructuring. We firm uses inputs such as labor and materials.
examined export performance for just the Is the firm able to produce more using the
largest firms over 1992-94 (Figure 2) and for same level of inputs? Improvement will lead
the entire economy over the same period to higher levels of production per worker and
(Table 2). higher wage levels.

For both measures, the Czech Republic, Again using data for the largest firms in
followed closely by Slovakia, has had the each country, we calculated the improvement
largest growth in exports over this period. in what is referred to as factor productivity,
This finding suggests that Czech and Slovak in other words, the firm's efficiency in using
firms have restructured sufficiently that they inputs (factors of production.). Figure 3
can achieve the high quality standards as shows the annual change in variable factor
well as low prices necessary to compete with

4The link between export performance and firm
restructuring in Central and Eastern Europe is
discussed in Hoeknan and Djankov (1996).
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Box 3: Changes in accounting standards
productivity (labor and materials) during
1992-94 for these countries.' During 1992 and 1993 the countries in-

Factor productiv- Using Hungary as an example, a typical cluded in our study changed their accounting
ity has increased firm was able to produce 3.4% more each standards from that used under central planning
the most Incrte year using the same amount of labor and to Western or international standards. The dates
the most in the materials. Altematively, it could produce the the changes were made are:
Czech and Slovak same amount with 3.4% less labor and ma- . January 1992: Hungary
Republics. terials. . January 1993: Poland, the Czech Republic,

One explanation for this improvement is and Slovakia
that he lrge irmsmay ave nvesed i a 0July 1993: Bulgariathat the large firms may have invested in a There are three important differences be-

larger and more modem stock of plant and tween the old and the new standards. First,
equipment and thus could be more efficient under the previous standards production that
in the use of labor and materials. A more was not sold and instead accumulated as inven-
likely explanation is that these firms were tory was counted as revenue. This approach
able to reduce waste and inefficiency in the tended to increase reported profits in the earlier
use of labor and materials even though the period. Second, rules for depreciation were
equipment used was largely unchanged. In changed; even now these rules differ signifi-
equither t cse, thisimprovement incfactodr po cantly from country to country. Third, govern-
either case, this improvement in factor pro- ment subsidies were counted as revenues under
ductivity indicates the extent of enterprise the old standards, which tended to overstate
restructuring. profits for firms that might otherwise be making

The estimates of improved productivity a loss.
shown in Figure 3 suggest that large firms in We were able to adjust the financial state-
the Czech and Slovak Republics have re- ments to correct for these changes and thus
structured the most while firms in Bulgaria produced a consistent set of data for the period.
the least. Hungary and Poland are some- First, we adjusted the revenue prior to the ac-
where in between showing modest improve- counting change by deducting the change in
ments in productivity, inventories. Second, subsidies were not included

as revenue. Third, depreciation was recalculated
uniformly across countries following international

Measuring firm profitability accounting standards.
Though there are a number of other minor

We measured the extent of restructurnmg differences between the previous and the new
by examining changes in firm profitability standards, we do not believe that they bias the

Large industrial over time. In measuring these changes, it is results in one direction or another.
firms were divided useful to distinguish between the various
into f ve profi tloss costs incurred by firms. There are four types We have categorized large firms accord-
categories. of production costs: ing to whether their revenue is adequate to

• purchased materials and other inputs cover all of these costs or only part of them.
* wages and wage-related taxes Our measures of financial performance and

interest and other financial charges our classification of firms emphasizes cash
* depreciation. flow and is somewhat different from the

The last type of cost, depreciation, is an normal accounting presentation of a corpo-
mputed charge, not an obligation to pay 6

someone else. It is a source of capital that rate income statement.
can be used to replace old equipment and We divided the large firms in each coun-
strucan r e a try into five categories (A, B, C, D, and E)structures. If a frmrr has revenue adequate to according to their degree of profitability or
cover these costs plus some left over, it is loss.gA summ r ofiacl ifofiation or
profitable. If a firm's revenues cannot cover
some of these costs, then it is a loss maker.

6 Cash-flow analysis is based on actual cash
receipts and payments and not on accruals. In

5 The exception is Slovakia for which data are other words, cash-flow analysis records transac-
only available for 1992-93. tions when they are paid, not when they are due.
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Table 3: Profitability of large firms (percentage of total weighted by employment)

Unprofitable
cannot cannot cannot

positive service all pay all pay
Profitable cashflow debt wages all suppliers

Year A B C D E Total

Bulgaria 1992 20 2 35 32 10 100
1994 34 9 30 23 5 100

Czech Rep. 1992 60 13 7 13 7 100
1994 81 11 4 3 1 100

Hungary 1992 59 6 15 14 6 100
1994 68 12 8 11 2 100 A large proportion

Poland 1992 32 19 20 13 16 100 of Bulgarianfirms
1994 51 14 6 21 8 100 have remained

Slovakia 1992 61 17 7 9 6 100 unprofitable.
1993 71 15 3 9 2 100

UK 1993 93 5 1 1 - 100

firms in each category is provided in Table 3. in the United Kingdom (weighted by em-
More complete data for the set of firms is ployment) are profitable. The financial con-
provided in Annex 1. dition of large firms in the transition econo-

One concern in measuring the change in mies was much worse in 1992. By 1994,
financial performance of firms over this pe- however, these countries had shown some
riod is that most countries have changed their improvement. Large firms in the Czech Re-
accounting standards. For example, the data public were both the most profitable in 1992
could show that a firm was becoming more and have shown the greatest improvement -
profitable over time when the change was only 4% of firms were still in categories D or
merely due to a change in accounting stan- E by 1994. The proportion remaining in
dards. We have adjusted the reported data to these two categories was somewhat higher
conform as closely as possible to Western for Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia and much
accounting standards and to adjust for higher for Bulgaria.
changes in standards during this period (Box The transition
3). Thus we do not think that there is an marie matrix shows the
important bias one way or another in the probability of a
adjusted data. Though the financial performance of large firm changing its

Category A firms are profitable. Cate- firms in these transition economies was poor profit/loss cate-
gory B firms have a positive cash flow after at the start of transition, have they since gory.
servicing debt and paying other expenses but restructured and thus improved their
still show an accounting loss when deprecia- performance? We tracked the performance of
tion is included as an expense. Category E each firm in our set of the largest firms over
firms have the largest losses and are some- 1992-94 to determine whether performance
times called value subtractors. The value of improved (moved into higher profit/loss cate-
their production (revenue) is less than the gories) or worsened (moved into lower
cost of materials, supplies, and other inputs. profit/loss categories).
These firms actually reduce national income For each country we calculated the per-
and GDP. centage of firms in each of the five profit/loss

In market economies most firms are categories that moved to the other categories.
profitable, for example, 93% of large firms This can be presented in a "transition ma-
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Figure 4: Transition matrices in the United Kingdom and Poland, 1992-93

UK

1992 i O ;5 -t -%! 1993

A: Pr~~~~~iI~~. '.. . *~~~~& LPror.*i

C Los. c 2 C: L-s., pec ... h rW

C: Lrar, Crwfl r. 

DL Lose o,r. s

E oa ..- 9 P.WS4,pii.,.
E L.-. e pay .,gwrs

Poland

10% 

1992 1993

B: P~~~~~~~~dve ~~~B: LookPodNv.ocshB: Lo, Posiiv m 5 APhai

C: Lo_ annot ervice debt ::*f.~.: conriol mrAce debt

D: Loes camot pay waces X Lonm nnot pay "as..

E: Low arwot pay .pplier - LoEo carnot pay suppiers

trix" with 5 rows and 5 columns and thus 25 riod 1993-94, and the third is for the three
entries. Each entry in the matrix represents year period 1992-94. Data was also available
the probability that firms in onc specific to calculate a fourth matrix for the Czech
category move into another category. Since Republic for the period 1991-92 but because
all firms must move into one of the other four comparable data were not available for other
categories or stay in the same category, the countries, this matrix was not used. Data
sum of the perccntages across a row must was only available to allow us to calculate a
equal 100 percent. single matrix for Slovakia for the two year

With the exception of Slovakia, we cal- period 1992-93.
culated three transition matrices for each Figure 4 compares a typical matrix for
country. The first is for the two year period one of the countries in our sample (Poland)
1992-93, the second is for the two year pe- with a matrix for a developed market econ-
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omy (the United Kingdom). The matrices for some of them may improve given the proper
all the countries in our sample are provided incentives, including committed private owvn-
in Annex II. ers and a hard budget constraint.

The matrices show visually the extent of
firm restructuring in these countries during Simulation of future restructuring
1992-94. A firm in a particular countr-v is
likelv to have improved its profitability These matrices measure the extent to which The transition
(reduced its losses) if the transition matrix the overall economic, legal, and institutional matrixfor the
for that countrv has high bars to the right and environment in these countries have forced Czech Republic is
low bars to the left. This means that the firms to restructure and thus improve profit- similar to the UK
probability is high that firms will move to ability over the period 1992-94. What can
higher profit/loss categories. If the bars to these matrices tell us about the future re-
the left are high, then the probability is high structuring of firms? In Western countries,
that firms will move to lower profit/loss such transition matrices are quite stable
categories. showing modest changes over the business

In our sample of countries. the Czech cycle.7 The overall incentive environment in
Republic has the best matrices in the sense the transition countries, however, is chang-
that the probability of improvement is high. ing, and their transition matrices may change
In other words, the bars to the right are tall. substantially over the next few years. The
The Czech matrices compare favorably to matrices for the Czech Republic have quickly
those of the United Kingdom; in both coun- evolved and now resemble closely the matri-
tries most unprofitable firms either improve ces in Western countries. That is the pressure
or at least stay in the same categorv - few on loss making firms to improve is similar.
worsen. Assuming that the incentive environment

At the other end of the spectrum, Bul- in these countries does not change rapidly,
garia has the worst matrices. The probability these matrices can be used to simulate future
that financial performance will worsen is restructuring of enterprises. This can be
about the same as or even higher than the thought of as extrapolating past restructuring
likelihood that it will increase. The evolution into the future and asking what would hap-
of a firm's financial performance seems al- pen if the pace of restructuring remains un-
most random, with about half improving and changed. Such an extrapolation or simulation
half worsening. also helps explain in a simpler way how

Hungary and Poland are interrnediate these complex matrices differ from each
cases. For the first period (1992-93), both other and the potential impact of different
countries' matrices resemble those for matrices.
Bulgaria. For the second period (1993-94), We applied the probabilities in the tran- In all countries,
however, the matrices have improved and sition matrices to predict the movement of many of thefirms
resemble those of the Czech Republic and the large firms to another category for each year with the worst
United Kingdom. One explanation for this through 2000. This is a well-knowvn tech- losses do improve.
improvement may be the hardening of budget nique of statistical analysis called a Markov
constraints as a result of the introduction of process. Since firms cannot go on making
mandatory conciliation and bankruptcy losses forever, we have applied an exit rule
programs in 1993. These programs that assumes firms will go into liquidation
encouraged creditors and firm managers to and cease to exist once they are insolvent (net
agree on the financial and operational
restructuring of many firms (see Baer and
Gray 1995).

In all of the matrices a sizable number of 7For example, we examined the annual transi-
even the value subtractors (category E) man- tion matrices for the 260 largest industrial firms
age to restructure and move into a higher in the US over 1983-93 and found only slight
category. Though it is sometimes argued that changes.
such value subtractors should be liquidated,
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worth isero.'heMarovroessis Figure 5: Markov simulation result --
worth is zero).8 The Markov process s ex- cumulative proportion of large Polish
plained in Annex III. firms in each profit/loss category that

Using Poland as a representative exam- would become insolvent (percent weighted
ple, we simulate the portion of firms in each by employment)
profit/loss category that would become insol- 50
vent and would normally cease to exist as-
suming that the transition matrixfor Poland 45
is unchanged (Figure 5). Not surprisingly, a
large share of the worst loss-makers 4
(categorv E firms) would become insolvent 40 category
by 2000. What is surprising, however, is the E
much smaller share of firms in the other loss- D - D
making categories that would become insol- 30 / c

A Markov process vent. In all countries it makes very little dif- 30 --- B
is used to project ference for long-term success whether firms /.+ A
future firm re- are initially profitable (category A) or run 25
structuring. moderate losses (categories B and C). Their

chances of survival are nearly the same. 20
Moreover some firms in the worst categories
(D and E) are making heroic restructuring 15
efforts to survive and to move into more
profitable categories. 10

Note that firms in categories C, D, and E
need financing to cover their losses in order 5
to continue operations. Funds can come from
internal sources, such as selling financial or 0
physical assets, or from extemal sources, 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
such as bank loans and government subsidies
or increasing arrears to workers, suppliers,
and the tax authorities. making firms are forced to adjust or would

As long as financing is available to cover simply go out of business. Even if financing
losses (a soft budget constraint), loss-making of losses is stopped, the transition matrices

Extrapolating firms can avoid restructuring. From a na- show that a sizable number of firms in cate-
from current tional point of view, however, avoidance of gories D and E are likely to survive by cut-
trends, about 40% restructuring is highlv undesirable since re- ting costs or finding new sources of revenue
of large Bulgarian sources remain locked up in low-productivity and thus moving into a higher profitability
firms would be activities instead of being transferred to more category.
insolvent by the productive activities. If no one provides fi- Using the same Markov process, it is
year 2000 corn- nancing (a hard budget constraint), loss- possible to project the portion of our set of
pared to only 5% large firms in each country that would be-

come insolvent (Figure 6). By 2000, theIn the Czech Re- 8 We have assumed that machinery and equip- Czech Republic would have the smallest
public. ment have zero salvage value. The time to exitis proportion of insolvent fih ts (4.5%) fol-

then determined by the average loss/net worth popoto of iSolvent firms (n % fol-
ratio for each categorv (2, 4, 8, 16, x years for
category E to A, respectively). For example a (12%). The highest proportion would become
firm that always stas in category C will be insolvent in Poland (19.4%), and Bulgaria
liquidated after 8 years. (38.9%). Enterprise insolvency in some other

countries is likely to be even worse than in
9Ericson and Pakes (1995) discuss some of the Bulgaria. As discussed in the next section,
theoretical issues in using this process to ana- we do not predict that these firms will go out
lyze industry dynamics and cite other research
that has used this process.
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Figure 6: Markov simulation result -
cumulative proportion of all large firms tries showing the least restructuring.
that would become insolvent, 1995-2000
(percent weighted by employment) Insolvency, bankruptcy, and hard

60 budget constraints

Bulgaria Though this analysis predicts the proportion
Poland of large firms that would become insolvent, it

50 Hungary is not necessarily true that insolvent firns

Slovakia would be forced into bankruptcv or liquida-
4 U CzeKh Rep tion. Insolvency means that a firm can no
40 UK longer fund its own losses because its net

worth has been reduced to zero. In Western
market economies, legal bankruptcy systems

30 / are well developed and creditors are able and Under a hard
willing to force insolvent firms into bank- budget constraint,
ruptcy. a loss making firm

20 Legal bankruptcv, however. may not be will either restruc-
the outcome in transition economies. Three ture or cease op-
things may happen to an insolvent finn: erations.

10 * Bankruptc yv or liquidation. An insolvent

firmn may be placed under the jurisdiction of
a bankruptcy court whose duty is to protect

0 the firm's creditors. Bankruptcv sometimes
1995 1996 1997 1998 _1 999 2000 leads to restructuring of the firm and its con-

tinued operation if that will generate more
of business. But in most market economies, revenue for the creditors. Alternatively, the
they would, firm may be liquidated and its assets sold to

These projections of cumulative firm partially satisfy its creditors.
insolvency in Figure 6 are based on the aver- * Hard budget constraint. Because of
age matrix for 1992-94. Cross country com- poorly developed bankruptcy systems, an
parisons remain valid even when matrices for insolvent firm may not be forced into bank-
other years are used (see Table 4). For ex- ruptcy and may continue to operate even
ample, the projected insolvency in Poland is though it cannot find financing for its losses.
still worse than in Hungary, Slovakia, or the In other words. it faces a hard budget con-
Czech Republic even wvhen the matrix for straint. In this case the firm has no choice but
Poland showing the most restructuring is to reduce expenses to a level equal to revenue
compared to the matrices for the other coun- because it has no outside source of cash to

pay for higher expenses. Under these cir-
cumstances insolvent firns ma' continue to

Table 4: Markov simulation result -- cu- operate as long as their creditors are unable
mulative proportion of large firms that or unwilling to force them into bankruptcy.
would become insolvent by 2000 under Even a category D firm may operate if its
various transition matrices (percent workers are willing to work for lower wages.
weighted by employment) Category E companies are more likely to

Minimanm Average Mlaximum cease operations, however, because they do
Czech Republic 2.3 4.5 10 8 not have adequate revenue to pay evcn sup-

Slovakia NA 8.9 NA pliers. Thus suppliers are likely to cut off the

Hungary 5.3 12.3 14 8 supply of inputs essential for production.
* Government subsidies. Insolvent firms

Poland 19 4 21 7 30 1 may continue to operate if the government is

Bulgaria 33.2 38.9 51.6 willing to finance their losses. The govern-
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ment can do this either directly, through an however, might partially explain the poor
appropriation from the budget, or indirectly, performance of Bulgarian firms.
by encouraging or requiring banks to provide Another explanation is that the firms in
loans, not collecting taxes, or requiring utili- the Czech Republic have increased their
ties to supply even when they are not paid. profitability simply because the overall

Except for Hungarv, no country in the macro economic environment has improved
region has had large numbers of legal bank- more than in other countries (for example,
ruptcles in which control of an insolvent firm higher economic growth or at least a smaller
passes to a bankruptcy court. This lack of decline). This explanation raises an issue of
formal bankruptcy activity may not be a cause and effect. Has the financial perfornm-
serious problem as long as insolvent firms ance of firms been pulled up bv good macro
face hard budget constraints and the govern- economic policies or has the improved per-
ment or creditors (banks, suppliers) are not formance of firns pushed up the macro eco-
financing further losses. Such companies nomic pcrformancc'?
mav continue to operate if they can reducc Differences between the macro economic
their costs to a levcl equal to revenucs. Oth- policics in thcse countries are not large. With
crwise they will be forced to cease opcrations the possible exccption of Bulgaria. the other
even though they are not forrmally bankrupt. countries have liberalized their economies to

The worst situation is when the govern- a similar extent and have also achieved
ment continues to finance the losscs of insol- monctary and fiscal stability.
vent fimis though various direct and indirect The onc remaining differcncc in the in-
subsidies. Not only are resources wasted in centivc cnvironment that might cxplain the
the continued operation of these companies. difference in firm restructuring is privatiza-
but managers of other firms have few incen- tion. The extent of privatization in these five
tives to restructure and achieve profitability countries is highly correlated with our incas-
since thev also cxpect government subsidies ures of rcstructuring of the largest finrs. The
if they incur losses. The more the govcrnmcnt Czech Republic has achieved a high levcl of
subsidizes losscs, the greater the losses arc both privatization and firm rcstructuring. Wc
likelv to bccome. suggest that this is not just a coincidence.

The e-vtent of Pri--
vatization corre-
sponds closely to Impact of privatization Changing the economic environment
the degree offirmt The above analvsis and simulations suggest Since these projections assume that the ceo-
restructuring. that firm restructuring has been substantially nomic environmcnt in these countries will

greater in the Czech Republic over the period remain unchanged, they should not be inter-
1992-94 compared to the other four countries preted to mean that firms in such countries as
examined. The important question for gov- Bulgaria are doomed to large losses and high
ernment officials is what characteristics of rates of insolvencv. If the governmcnts in
the Czech economic environment has caused thcse countries unidcrtakc rcforms that cn-
this faster restructuring. This is not the place couragc firms to restructure (such as privati-
to undertake a detailed comparison of the zation and a hard budget constraint), the
economic environment in these countrics, but actual outcome could bc much bctter than is
the one important difference seems to be the projected here.
pacc of privatization. The proportion of firms that becomes

An alternativc cxplanation is that the insolvent will dcpend on two factors. The
Czech Republic has an advantageous loca- first is the initial financial condition of the
tion near Germanv and Austria that cncour- firms, in othcr words, the proportion of firms
ages exports and forcign investmcnt. But that were loss-makers at thc start of transi-
Slovakia, Poland. and Hungary also share tion. Firms in each country werc affected
borders with thesc countries. This factor. differentlv by the economic dislocations that

occurrcd due to thc breakup of the old trad-
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Table 5: Markov simulation result -- ap-
plication of the Czech transition matrix To determine whether the initial profit-
to Bulgarian initial conditions ability of firms or the economic environment
Proportion of largefirms (weiglited bvy emplovment) is the most important in determining future

thlat would be insolvent bv 2000
that woudbinolvnt200firm profitability, we calculated what would(peerceni)

(percent) happen if the transition matrix of one coun-
Bulgarian transition matrix applied 39 trv was applied to the initial conditions that
to Bulgarian initial conditions prevailed in another. Table 5 shows the cu-

mulative proportion of large firms in Bul- If Bulgaria
Bulgarian transition matrix applied 35 gai tha beom inovn if th Czec
to Czech initial conditions. gara that become isolvent If the Czech adopted the Czech

economic environment were in place for economic envi-
Czech transition matrix applied to 14 Bulgarian firms The result for Bulgaria ronment farfewer
Bulgarian initial conditions. would not be as good as projected for the enmenp rfewel

Czech Republic. but much better than pro- enterprises Would
Czech transition matrix applied to 5 jected if the current Bulgarian environment become insolvent.
Czech initial conditions remains unchanged.

Conversely, the Bulgarian transition
ing arrangements between socialist countries matrix was applied to the initial conditions
and economic liberalization and deregulation. in the Czech Republic. The result is almost
an economicu, Blberaizatonoandmde sreuao as bad as in Bulgaria. This finding supports
Inopaticulad'r bar.ia'seonomy sffr the view that firms in countries such as Bul-from the trade embargo Imposed on the for- ai ilso uhi oe iaca
mer Yugoslavia. garia will show much-improved financial

The second factor is the incentive envi- performance if the economic environment is
ronment. The transitio matrixisameas changed - despite the fact that Bulgarianronment. The transition matrix is a measure firms were initially in worse financial condi-

of the incentives that the environment in each
country creates for managers to restructure tio than rms i oter countries.
their firms. The strongest inccntives result
when a complete system of private property Rates of return on capital
rights is in place such that both firms and
financial institutions are in the hands of pri- Itpis ofte assumed that the trmoiltand

r rapid change resulting from the transition
vate owners. Such owners are strongly moti- f

vate toincrasefirmproitabllt. Fi-si from a planned to a market economy has
vated to iceefrpresulted in low profitability for firms in the

such a system face hard budget constraints transition economies. The data on real rates The distribution of
because prnvatelv owncd institutions arebecause privately owned institutions are of return for the largest firms tell a different rates of return inun11lng to provide new capital unless firmsunwilling to providenewcapitalunlessfirm storv however (see Figures 7 and 8). Real the Czech Repub-
can demonstrate that thev will be profitable.This constraint appls t rates of return (measured as the ratio of lic is now similarThisS constraint applies to all sources of

gross profits to total book assets) in the to a Westerncapital Including new equity. debt such as .capital incudngneeuit ebstransition economies are both higher and country.
bank loans, and supplier credits. lower than in the United Kingdom. The more

The Czech Republic had the smallest .g

p one of lRgepufirm thadthee itally important difference between developed andpropor-tion of large firms that were mnitlallv
,- transition economics, is the extreme variabil-loss-makers (see Table 3) and an economic

ity of rates of return both over time and be-environment that encourages firms to restruc- tween firms in the transition economies.
ture and to move into more profitable cate- Between 1992 and 1994 the Czech and
gories. Bulgaria, on the other hand, had a

v ' . . ~~~Slovak Republics showed the biggest in-high proportion of large firms that wcre ii- crease in., crease m ~~~~~~~~rates of returns. Bulgaria was thetilaHv loss-makers. To make matters worse,tially loss-makers. To make matters worse, onlv country to show a decline (Figure 8).the Bulgarian economic environment has
done little so far to encourage firms to Im-

lic. large firms in the other transitionprove performance (as shown by the transi-
tion matrix).
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Figure 7: Real rates of return on capital (percent)
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Figure 9: Ratio of aggregate bank loans
countries examined show a much greater to firms to gross domestic product
variation in rates of return (measured by the (percent)
standard deviation) relative to the United 100
Kingdom. Contrary to popular belief, the 90
revolutionary changes in the transition 80 Czech Republic
economies have resulted in many highly 70-
profitable firms as well as loss-makers. By 60- vaki
contrast, a characteristic of a mature market 40 - UK
economy is that competitive pressures will 30 - - i,
tend to bring all rates of return close to- 20 - -- --,-,_
gether. Firms with low rates of return will be 10 Bulgaria --

forced to increase their profitability orelse go 0 - -
out of business because they cannot attract 1989 90 91 92 93 94
new capital. Firms with high rates of return
face greater competition as other firms are
attracted to the activity that generates higher firms will also have a healthier banking sys- Rates of return on
than average profitability, which lowers rates tem, thus reducing the need for the govern- capital are much
of return. ment to recapitalize banks. cmorelvare in

One important reason whv rates of return With the onset of price liberalization and more variable In
to capital are much higher in the Czech and trade deregulation in the early years of tran- the transition
Slovak Republics is that the real value of sition, a large number of state firms found economies.
bank debt remained high in both countries themselves unable to service their debt. In
due to rapid monetary stabilization, low in- some countries 25% or more of the loan port-
flation, and high real interest rates. Figure 9 folio of banks could not be repaid by firms.
compares the relative importance of bank Thus many argue that governments must
loans to firms in these countries. High levels restore the financial solvency of banks by
of debt force firms to increase revenues or recapitalizing them, usually by swapping bad
lower costs so that they can service this debt. loans for government bonds. However, this

Among the transition economies, only the solution may simply encourage banks to
Czech Republic seems to have an economic make further bad loans because they assume
environment that both forces low-profit firms that the government will recapitalize them
to improve and encourages competition again in the future. As long as firms and
among high-profit firms to the same extent as banks are not privatized, firm managers will
in the United Kingdom. Slovakia is not too ask for debt forgiveness rather than imple-
far behind, however. The other countries ment difficult restructuring measures, such
either have low rates of return, wide differ- as laying off workers or finding new markets.
ences, or both. The Czech Republic's suc- Banks in some countries may be able to
cess can be attributed to an open, liberal restore their financial health without recapi-
economy that encourages competition be- talization by the government. Although the
tween domestic and foreign firms, supports share of nonperforming loans is significantly
rapid privatization, and imposes hard budget higher in transition economies relative to
constraints that force companies with low market economies (where annual loan losses
rates of return to improve or exit. are typically less than 1% of loans outstand-

ing), this simply means that banks whose
nonperforming loans account for 25% of
their loan portfolio would need to write off

The financial performance of the largest 5% of their portfolio each year over five
firms in the transition economies has a large years. To remain solvent, banks would then
impact on the banking system, since a large need to recover this loss by raising interest
share of bank loans went to these firms.
Countries that move quickly to restructure
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rates by about 7 percentage points.'° This that insolvency and thus loan losses in tran-
increase could result in an intermediation sition economies would vary greatly from
margin (the difference between lending and country to country as long as the transition
borrowing rates) of 9 percentage points to matrices vary from country to country. These
cover the loan write-off plus normal operat- results suggest that insolvency is primarily
ing costs. Such an intermediation margin is determined by the economic environment, in
high by the standards of industrial countries particular, by speed of privatization and

Banks may be able but not entirely unusual in emerging market enforcement of creditor rights, and not by an
to recapitalize economies. inherited stock of bad loans. These simula-
themselves by Thus there are two basic ways to deal tions of future loan losses also demonstrate

with the bad loans inherited from the banks how the these losses can be reduced and thus
charging a high o hatlending margi of the past e cthe financial health of the banking system
lending margin. *the government can assume liablilty, improved if firm restructuring as measured

recapitalize the banks with government debt, by the transition matrices can be improved.
and pay for this debt by raising taxes; or We project the annual percentage of
* banks can recapitalize themselves by loans made to large firms that banks would
charging a higher margin on all loans. Such a have to write off or provision for as a result
high margin is likc a tax on real assets to pay of the firms becoming insolvent. To do this,
for bank recapitalization. we first project the annual rate of insolvency

The second approach can work if all for large firms in each country (weighted by
banks inherit similarly bad loan portfolios. employment) using the Markov process de-
This solution also assumes limited competi- scribed earlier. We next assumed that these
tion from either new banks or foreign banks insolvent firms would not be able to repay
that are not burdened with high levels of bad their bank loans. Using data on the average
loans. Such entrants could offer a lowcr rate amount of loans outstanding for firms in each
of interest to customers and still be profit- profit/loss category, we then project the an-

Encouragingfirm able. nual loan losses for this set of large firms
restructuring will (Figure 10). In Bulgaria, loss-making firms

result in less need Projected loan losses tend to have above-average debts.
foresult bank recapi- need ProjectedloanlosBulgaria shows annual loan losses much

for bank re Foreign auditors and advisers have been higher than the other countries. Poland, Hun-
talization. alarmed by the large share of bad loans in gary, and Slovakia are lower but still sub-

transition economies that would spell certain stantially above that found in Western coun-
insolvency for banks in most Wcstern tries such as the UK. Loan losses in the
economies. International auditors, however. Czech Republic are the lowest of the coun-
do not have a very precise idea of what per- tries and quickly approach the level found in
centage of the loan portfolio can be recovered the UK. Loan losses in Bulgaria first rise and
in transition economies. then fall as the stock of highly indebted un-

Our analysis of restructuring at the firm profitable firms is depleted by exit.
level using the transition matrices can also be These results may be surprising given
used to simulate the portion of bank loans that Czech and Slovak firms are more lever-
that would not be repaid. This again assumes aged (carry a larger loan burden) than firms
that the transition matrices remain un- in other transition economies. Other things
changed. More important, our analysis shows being equal, one would expect insolvency

and thus loan losses to be larger under these

The higher intercst rate is only, earned on the circumstances. This is not the case, however,
75% of loans that are good, not on the 25% of because budget constraints are harder in the
the loans that are bad. Thus a 7 percentage point Czech Republic and Slovakia. And the
increase in interest rates on 75% of the loans budget constraint is harder because privati-
would earn additional income equal to 5.25%/o of zation of firms and banks has made much
the total loan portfolio (0.07x0.75 = 0.0525). more progress.
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Figure 10: Markov simulation result -- projected annual loan loss rates for large firms,
1995-2000 (percent)
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Note that the overall loan losses as re- tral and Eastern European countries to a
ported by banks in these countries could bc market economy Levels of income and eco-
higher than these projections for the large nomic development in these countries will
firms either because banks have a stock of only approach those of Western countries
bad loans carried over from earlier years when firms become more efficient. The suc-
(year of price liberalization to 1994) that cess of altcrnative transition strategies can be
they have not been able to write off for tax measured by the extent of firm restructuring.
purposes, or becausc losses on loans to small Whether examining aggregate economic
firms are higher. As tax authorities become data or firm-level data on financial perform-
more liberal in allowing writc-offs, reported ance, restructuring appears to progress at a
loan losses and provisions for bad loans may more rapid pace in countries that have privat- Prvatization and
be high for a fcw years as banks write off the ized large firms more rapidly. The conven-
stock of bad loans from the carIlv vears of tional wisdom was that mass privatization a hard budget
transition. would lead to slow restructuring. The low constraint are es-

These projected loan losses suggest that unemployment rates in the Czech Republic sentialfor rapid
banks in the Czcch Rcpublic, Slovakia, Hun- arc often cited as cvidence that little restruc- firm restructuring.
gary, and Poland may be able to rccapitalize turing has taken place and that large firms
themselves by charging higher margins on arc not reducing thcir workforce. Our analy-
their loans. Governmcnt rccapitalization of sis tells a different story. Low unemployment
banks may not bc nccessary. If Bulgaria ratcs arc morc likcly the result of a well-
were to adopt cconomic policies that pro- functioning labor market, including wage
vided greater incentives for firm restructur- flexibility and less protection against layoffs,

ing, the annual loan losses of banks in thcsc rathcr than a lack of labor force restructur-
countries could also be reduced, and with ing.
them the need for government rccapitaliza- The lessons from the Czech experience
tion. These findings again illustrate the close for other countries of the region is that rapid
link between restructuring the industrial sec- privatization, a hard budget constraint, and
tor and the banking sector. encouraging competition force firms to re-

structurc and return to profitability. As a

Conclusion result fewcr firms will become insolvent and
ceasc to opcrate. and the firms that survive

Restructuring of firms is perhaps the most must take painful steps to restructure (such
important objective of the transition of Cen- as reducing their workforces and lowering

RESTRUCTURING LARGE INDUSTRIAL FIRMS 17



wages). The Czech experience is in contrast The Czech Republic has avoided micro
to other countries in the region that have been management of the restructuring process.
slow to privatize and have continued to fi- Instead it has adopted a systemic restructur-
nance the losses of firns. According to our ing strategy that emphasized fast privatiza-
projections based on past trends, large firms tion and the creation of a legal and regulatory
in these countries will incur large losses, system that encourages thousands of private
many will become insolvent, and as a result owners and financial institutions (rather than
banks will experience high loan losses. government bureaucracies) to carry out the

restructuring. This strategy is more consis-
tent with the philosophy of a market econ-
omy, which helps explain its success.
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Annex I: Financial data for large firms

All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Bulgaria - 1994

Number of Firms 530 186 56 143 124 21
Employment: 347,875 117,008 30,825 103,288 79,700 17,054
Employment %: 34 9 30 23 5
Loans outstanding %: 12 4 39 19 25

(Million Leva)

1. Sales revenue: 206,378 75,381 13,357 51,918 25,200 40,523
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 168.419 51,091 9,013 38,221 21,436 48,660
3. Gross margin: 37,958 24,290 4,344 13,697 3,764 -8,137
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 30,578 10,773 2,583 7,970 6,583 2,669
5. Gross proft: 7,380 13,517 1,761 5,728 -2,819 -10,807
6. Minus financial charges: 38,994 3,646 1,397 21,650 6,537 5,766
7. Gross cash flow: -31,614 9,871 364 -15,922 -9,355 -16,572
8. Minus depreciation: 6,855 2,811 746 1,639 487 1,173
9 Net income before tax: -38,469 7,061 -382 -17,561 -9,842 -17,745

10. Minus income tax: -7,989 -6,342 -675 -680 -264 -28
11. Net income after tax: -30,480 13,403 293 -16,881 -9,578 -17,717
12. Plus depreciation 6,855 2,811 746 1,639 487 1,173
13. Net cash flow: -23,625 16,214 1,039 -15,242 -9,091 -16,545

14. Net Financial Charges: 38,994 3,646 1,397 21,650 6,537 5,766
15. Total Loans: 46,984 5,819 1,796 18,338 9,061 11,970

1. Long-Term Assets: 157,269 46,855 10,617 45,430 33,020 21,348
2. Plus Receivable: 27,652 7,638 1,396 7,662 4,364 6,591
3. Plus Inventory: 75,669 23,523 4,855 22,415 13,624 11,253
4. Current Assets: 260,589 78,016 16,867 75,508 51,007 39,191
5. Plus Investment: 790 545 3 176 56 10
6. Total Assets: 261,379 78,560 16,871 75,684 51,063 39,201

7. Total Loans: 46,984 5,819 1,796 18,338 9,061 11,970
8. Plus Payable 63,155 14,239 2,719 18,881 18,343 8,972
9. Total Liabilities: 110,138 20,058 4,515 37,219 27,404 20,942

10. Net Worth (6 minus 9) 151,240 58,502 12,356 38,465 23,659 18,258

Bulgaria -- 1993

Number of Firms 530 83 33 136 214 64
Employment 361,000 53,164 37,300 81,940 126,812 61,784
Employment % 15 10 23 35 17
Loans outstanding % 3 12 24 24 37

1 Sales revenue: 90,448 18,385 11,927 19,245 22,415 18,475
2 Minus cost of materials and supplies: 76,424 11,932 8,267 12,705 18,659 24,861
3. Gross margin: 14,024 6,453 3,660 6,540 3,756 -6,385
4 Minuswagesandwagetaxes 21,729 3,640 2,335 4,244 6,999 4,511
5. Gross profit -7,705 2,813 1,325 2,296 -3,243 -10,896
6. Minus financial charges: 20,422 794 917 6,231 7,062 5,417
7. Gross cash flow. -28,127 2,020 407 -3,935 -10,305 -16,314
8. Minus depreciation 5,368 743 1,271 1,607 945 801
9. Net income before tax: -33,495 1,276 -864 -5,542 -11,250 -17,114
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

10. Minus income tax: -2,169 -682 -261 -175 -122 -929
11. Netincomeaftertax: -31,325 1,958 -602 -5,368 -11,128 -16,185
12. Plus depreciation: 5,368 743 1,271 1,607 945 801
13. Net cash flow: -25,958 2,702 669 -3,761 -10,183 -15,384

14. Net Financial Charges: 20,422 794 917 6,231 7,062 5,417
15. Total Loans: 58,645 1,702 7,137 13,947 14,235 21,625

1. Long-Term Assets: 144,724 18,229 17,508 32,605 38,325 38,058
2. Plus Receivable: 12,829 1,821 1,399 2,232 3,979 3,397
3. Plus Inventory: 53,262 6,699 4,676 12,003 12,600 17,284
4. Current Assets: 210,815 26,748 23,584 46,840 54,903 58,739
5. Plus Investment: 500 85 28 93 256 38
6. Total Assets: 211,315 26,833 23,611 46,934 55,159 58,777

7. Total Loans: 58,645 1,702 7,137 13,947 14,235 21,625
8. P!us Payable: 40,985 2,834 5,130 7,302 12,319 13,400
9. Total Liabilities: 99,630 4,536 12,266 21,248 26,554 35,025

10. Net Worth(6 minus 9) 111,685 22,297 11,345 25,685 28,605 23,752

Bulgaria -- 1992

Number of Firms 530 109 19 148 188 66
Employment: 430,853 88,097 10,026 151,828 137,584 43,318
Employment %: 20 2 35 32 10
Loans outstanding %: 6 2 46 31 15

1. Sales revenue: 56,431 12,790 817 26,836 10,970 5,018
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 44,433 8,120 480 20,748 9,454 5,630
3. Gross margin: 11,998 4,669 337 6,089 1,516 -612
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 9,468 2,059 210 3,590 2,712 896
5. Gross profit: 2,531 2,610 127 2,498 -1,197 -1,508
6. Minus financial charges: 9,893 826 106 5,159 2,528 1,274
7. Gross cash flow: -7,362 1,782 21 -2,660 -3,725 -2,782
8. Minus depreciation: 1,003 348 37 465 49 104
9. Net income before tax: -8,366 1,436 -16 -3,125 -3,774 -2,886

10. Minus income tax: -1.482 -1,020 -20 -218 -149 -75
11. Net income after tax: -6,883 2,455 5 -2,907 -3,626 -2,810
12. Plus depreciation: 1,003 348 37 465 49 104
13. Net cash flow: -5,880 2,803 41 -2,442 -3,576 -2,706

14. Net Financial Charges: 9,893 826 106 5,159 2,528 1,274
15. Total Loans: 22,744 1,453 355 10,554 7,001 3,381

1. Long-Term Assets: 64,818 12,176 1,244 31,277 12,670 7,451
2. Plus Receivable: 7,079 887 53 4,202 1,309 628
3. Plus Inventory: 26,733 5,280 338 11,133 6,368 3,614
4. Current Assets: 98,631 18,342 1,636 46,612 20,346 11,694
5. Plus Investment: 367 37 154 84 93
6. Total Assets: 98,998 18,379 1,636 46,766 20,430 11,787

7. Total Loans: 22,744 1,453 355 10,554 7,001 3,381
8. Plus Payable: 17,381 2,213 172 9,106 3,940 1,951
9. Total Liabilities: 40,125 3,666 527 19,659 10,940 5,333

10. Net Worth(6 minus 9) 58,873 14,713 1,109 27,107 9,490 6,454
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Czech Republic -- 1994

Number of Firms in 1994: 470 351 60 25 23 11
Employment: 582,626 470,894 65,454 24,198 15,571 6,509
Employment % 81 11 4 3 1
Loans outstanding %: 77 12 6 4 2

(Million Krony)
1. Sales revenue: 697,952 597,215 55,638 19,699 18,366 7,035
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 469,303 388,524 41,576 15,777 16,163 7,263
3. Gross margin: 228,649 208,691 14,062 3,922 2,203 -228
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 74,509 59,666 7,733 2,958 3,365 787
5. Gross profit: 154,140 149,025 6,329 964 -1,162 -1,015
6. Minus financial charges. 40,651 34,165 3,473 1,962 694 357
7. Gross cash flow: 113,489 114,860 2,856 -999 -1,857 -1,372
8. Minus depreciation: 35,480 29,034 4,516 933 728 269
9 Net income before tax. 78,009 85,826 -1,660 -1,932 -2,585 -1,641

10. Minus income tax: 35,944 35,994
11. Netincomeaftertax: 42,065 49,882 -1,660 -1,932 -2,585 -1,641
12. Plus depreciation 35,480 29,034 4,516 933 728 269
13 Net cash flow: 77,545 78,916 2,856 -999 -1,857 -1,372

14. Net Financial Charges: 40,651 34,165 3,473 1,962 694 357
15. Total Loans: 124,174 95,737 14,689 6,915 4,462 2,094

Czech Republic -- 1993

Number of Firms 470 306 77 35 29 23
Employment: 617,201 376,980 110,752 36,332 77,918 15,219
Employment %: 61 18 6 13 2
Loans outstanding %: 55 21 6 15 3

1. Sales revenue: 589,798 377,243 85,845 29,411 84,933 12,366
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 424,540 242,216 66,579 24,560 78,325 12,861
3. Gross margin: 165,258 135,028 19,266 4,851 6,608 -495
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 63,677 37,018 11,434 3,478 10,390 1,358
5. Gross profit: 101,581 98,010 7,832 1,373 -3,781 -1,852
6. Minus financial charges: 30,134 16,452 4,710 2,312 5,977 684
7. Gross cash flow: 71,447 81,558 3,122 -939 -9,758 -2,536
8. Minus depreciation. 31,324 19,887 5,950 1,483 3,396 608
9. Net income before tax: 40,123 61,672 -2,828 -2,422 -13,155 -3,145

10. Minus income tax: 27,752 27,752
11. Net income after tax: 12,370 33,919 -2,828 -2,422 -13,155 -3,145
12. Plus depreciation: 31,324 19,887 5,950 1,483 3,396 608
13. Net cash flow: 43,695 53,806 3,122 -939 -9,758 -2,536

14. Net Financial Charges 30,134 16,452 4,710 2,312 5,977 684
15. Total Loans: 84,777 46,532 17,920 4,920 12,608 2,797
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Czech Republic -- 1992

Number of Firms 470 303 72 29 36 30
Employment: 652,117 393 052 83,284 47,341 85,673 42,767
Employment %: 60 13 7 13 7
Loans outstanding %: 66 10 7 10 7

1 Sales revenue: 460,854 290,967 43,261 23,420 58,262 44,944
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 355,039 201,934 32,866 18,901 55.138 46,200
3. Gross margin: 105,815 89,033 10,395 4,519 3,124 -1,256
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 46,642 25,352 5,691 3,182 7,881 4,537
5. Gross profit: 59,173 63,682 4,704 1,338 -4,757 -5,793
6. Minus financial charges 20,567 10,982 2,252 1,974 2,954 2,404
7. Gross cash flow: 38,607 52,700 2,452 -636 -7,710 -8,198
8 Minus depreciation: 24,452 14,666 4,044 1,273 2,616 1,853
9. Net income before tax 14,155 38,034 -1,592 -1,909 -10,327 -10,051

10 Minus incometax: 17,115 17,115
11. Net income aftertax -2,960 20,919 -1,592 -1,909 -10,327 -10,051
12. Plus depreciation 24,452 14,666 4,044 1,273 2,616 1,853
13. Net cash flow. 21,492 35,584 2,452 -636 -7,710 -8,198

14. Net Financial Charges: 20,567 10,982 2,252 1,974 2,954 2,404
15 Total Loans 75,706 49,703 7,726 5,490 7,454 5,334

Czech Republic -- 1991

Number of Firms 470 301 67 30 34 38
Employment: 678,236 409,293 93,154 40,963 75,461 59,365
Employment %: 60 14 6 11 9

1 Sales revenue: 403,362 257,250 42,589 16,973 36,284 50,266
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 313,362 178,215 33,545 13,703 34,515 53,383
3. Gross margin 90,001 79,035 9,044 3,270 1,769 -3,117
4. Minus wages and wage taxes 39,823 21,516 5,246 2,467 5,367 5,227
5. Gross profit: 50,178 57,519 3,798 804 -3,599 -8,344
6. Minus financial charges: 19,379 11,194 2,238 1,663 1,360 2,922
7 Gross cash flow: 30,799 46,325 1,560 -860 -4,959 -11,267
8. Minus depreciation: 19,629 12,515 2,641 804 1,717 1,951
9 Net income before tax: 11,170 33,809 -1,081 -1,664 -6,676 -13,217

10. Minus income tax 15,214 15,214
11. Net income after tax: -4,044 18,595 -1,081 -1,664 -6,676 -13,217
12. Plus depreciation. 19,628 12,515 2,641 804 1,717 1,951
13 Net cash flow: 15,585 31,111 1,560 -860 -4,959 -11,267
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Hungary-- 1994

Number of Firms 301 NA NA NA NA NA
Employment: 297,332 202,932 35,388 22,573 31,528 4,911
Employment %: 68 12 a 10 2
Bank Loans Outstanding %: 58 17 11 10 4

(Billion Forint)
1. Sales revenue: 2,114,008 1,257,301 514,063 146,051 162,717 33,876
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 1,667,739 968,881 401,548 124,189 138,363 34,758
3. Gross margin: 446,267 288,420 112,515 21,862 24,354 -885
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 275,946 178,329 46,393 18,694 31,368 1,162
5. Gross profit: 170,321 110,091 66,122 3,168 -7,014 -2,047
6. Minus financial charges: 61,813 36,774 12,185 6,618 5,703 533
7. Gross cash flow: 108,507 73,317 53,937 -3,450 -12,717 -2,580
8. Minus depreciation: 111,086 44,867 56,308 4,847 4,685 378
9. Net income before tax: -2,578 28,450 -2,371 -8,297 -17,402 -2,958

10. Minus income tax: 9,040 9,040
11. Netincomeaftertax: -11,619 19,409 -2,371 -8,297 -17,402 -2,958
12. Plus depreciation: 111,086 44,867 56,308 4,847 4,685 378
13. Net cash flow: 99,467 64,277 53,937 -3,450 -12,717 -2,580

14. Net Financial Charges: 48,998 23,271 13,312 9,710 2,064 639

Hungary -- 1993

Number of Firms 301
Employment: 318,869 211,161 26,807 27,521 38,740 14,641
Employment %: 66 8 9 12 5
Bank Loans Outstanding %: 55 6 15 15 9

1. Sales revenue: 1,727,846 1,353,177 71,198 141,996 151,238 10,238
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 1,357,995 1,030,768 58,449 118,415 136,570 13,793
3. Gross margin: 369,851 322,409 12,749 23,580 14,668 -3,555
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 228,695 168,668 10,924 17,626 28,635 2,842
5. Gross profit: 141,156 153,741 1,825 5,954 -13,967 -6,397
6. Minus financial charges: 50,503 33,207 1,717 8,909 5,107 1,562
7. Gross cash flow: 90,653 120,534 108 -2,955 -19,074 -7,959
8. Minus depreciation: 84,804 70,641 3,486 4,524 5,372 780
9. Net income before tax: 5,849 49,893 -3,378 -7,479 -24,447 -8,740

10. Minus incometax: 11,721 11,693 2 6,545 31
11. Net income after tax: -5,872 38,200 -3,381 -14,024 -24,478 -8,740
12. Plus depreciation: 84,804 70,641 3,486 4,524 5,372 780
13. Net cash flow: 78,932 108,841 105 -9,500 -19,106 -7,959

14. Net Financial Charges: 38,185 18,114 404 14,098 4,571 998
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Hungary-- 1992

Number of Firms 301
Employment: 361,993 213,576 22,441 54,299 50,679 20,998
Employment %: 59 6 15 14 6
Bank Loans Outstanding %: 56 6 11 15 12

1. Sales revenue: 1,268,342 864,398 89,021 116,666 146,928 51,329
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 1,017,075 104,559 71,368 94,512 130,871 55,866
3. Gross margin: 251,267 759,839 17,653 22,154 16,057 -4,537
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 175,286 104,559 12,945 20,620 24,752 12,410
5. Gross profit: 75,981 655,280 4,708 1,534 -8,695 -16,947
6. Minus financial charges: 49,738 24,471 3,521 9,329 6,920 3,054
7. Gross cash flow: 26,243 630,809 1,187 -7,795 -15,615 -20,001
8. Minus depreciation: 66,029 46,349 5,697 6,123 5,010 2,875
9. Net income before tax: -39,786 584,460 -4,510 -13,918 -20,625 -22,876

10. Minus income tax: 7,298 7,298
11. Netincomeaftertax: -47,084 577,162 -4,510 -13,918 -20,625 -22,876
12. Plus depreciation: 66,029 46,349 5,697 6,123 5,010 2,875
13. Net cash flow: 18,945 623,511 1,187 -7,795 -15,615 -20,001

14. Net Financial Charges: 43,616 18,455 1,142 11,447 9,420 3,152
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Poland--i 994

Number of Firms 345 182 52 16 60 35
Employment: 597,904 304,943 81,491 36,283 128,251 46,936
Employment %: 51 14 6 21 8
Loan outstanding %: 56 14 3 14 12

(Billion Zloty)
1. Sales revenue: 600,186 382,393 62,197 21,854 82,117 51,625
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 494,799 287,857 51,235 18,000 73,867 63,840
3. Gross margin: 105,387 94,535 10,962 3,854 8,250 -12,215
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 55,909 29,183 7,481 3,139 12,090 4,016
5. Gross profit: 49,478 65,352 3,482 715 -3,840 -16,231
6. Minus financial charges: 7,517 3,682 1,011 1,128 1,145 551
7 Gross cash flow: 41,961 61,670 2,471 -413 -4,985 -16,782
8. Minus depreciation: 30,151 17,130 5,501 1,478 3,246 2,797
9. Net income before tax: 11,810 44,541 -3,030 -1,891 -8,231 -19,579

10. Minus income tax: 44,030 37,953 1,506 295 2,394 1,882
11. Net income after tax: -32,220 6,587 -4,536 -2,186 -10,625 -21,460
12. Plus depreciation: 30,151 17,130 5,501 1,478 3,246 2,797
13. Net cash flow: -2,069 23,717 965 -708 -7,379 -18,664

14. Net Financial Charges: 7,517 3,682 1,011 1,128 1,145 551
15. Total credit: 43,421 24,445 6,259 1,319 6,141 5,258

Poland--1 993

Number of Firms 345 137 50 19 96 43
Employment: 626,206 218,263 60,170 35,145 206,491 106,137
Employment %: 35 10 6 33 17
Loan outstanding %. 37 8 4 20 30

1. Sales revenue: 408,368 208,546 28,928 16,423 73,039 81,432
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 356,672 157,852 24,118 14,230 65,937 94,535
3. Gross margin: 51,697 50,694 4,810 2,194 7,102 -13,103
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 38,310 13,155 3,347 1,939 12,138 7,731
5. Gross profit: 13,386 37,539 1,463 255 -5,036 -20,835
6. Minus financial charges 6,975 1,778 564 536 1,509 2,589
7. Gross cash flow: 6,412 35,762 900 -281 -6,545 -23,424
8. Minus depreciation: 19,562 6,789 2,816 802 4,110 5,046
9. Net income before tax: -13,150 28,973 -1,916 -1,083 -10,655 -28,469

10. Minus income tax: 13,688 9,510 1,038 405 1,477 1,257
11. Net income after tax: -26,838 19,462 -2,954 -1,488 -12,132 -29,726
12. Plus depreciation: 19,562 6,789 2,816 802 4,110 5,046
13. Net cash flow: -7,276 26,251 -138 -686 -8,022 -24,680

14. Net Financial Charges: 6,975 1,778 564 536 1,509 2,589
15. Total credit: 35,244 13,099 2,963 1,409 7,166 10,607
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firms A B C D E

Poland-1 992

Number of Firms 345 162 63 58 39 23
Employment: 682,046 215,516 127,728 138,577 89,037 111,188
Employment %: 32 19 20 13 16
Loan outstanding %: 34 17 19 8 22

1. Sales revenue: 322,172 173,593 41,626 46,603 30,856 29,495
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies: 276,745 143,298 32,931 39,944 28,437 32,136
3. Gross margin: 46,427 30,295 8,695 6,658 2,420 -2,641
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 26,921 8,685 4,836 4,957 4,406 4,039
5. Gross profit: 18,506 21,610 3,859 1,702 -1,986 -6,679
6. Minus financial charges: 11,974 2,178 2,098 2,752 1,092 3,855
7. Gross cash flow: 6,532 19,433 1,761 -1,050 -3,078 -10,534
8. Minus depreciation: 16,767 5,313 4,213 2,781 1,266 3,195
9. Net income before tax: -10,235 14,120 -2,452 -3,830 -4,344 -13,729

10. Minus income tax: 10,013 8,027 1,031 645 310
11. Net income after tax: -20,248 6,093 -3,483 -4,475 -4,654 -13,729
12. Plus depreciation: 16,767 5,313 4,213 2,781 1,266 3,195
13. Net cash flow: -3,481 11,405 730 -1,695 -3,388 -10,534

14. Net Financial Charges: 11,974 2,178 2,098 2,752 1,092 3,855
15. Total credit: 28,484 9,699 4,886 5,326 2,245 6,329
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All Category Category Category Category Category
Firns A B C D E

Slovakia-- 1993

Number of Firms 370 212 56 42 53 7
Employment: 233,888 165,291 34,798 7,034 21,172 5,593
Employment %: 71 15 3 9 2
Loan Outstanding %: 74 11 11 3 1

(Million Krony)
1. Sales revenue:
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies:
3. Gross margin: 80,561 66,258 7,331 5,876 1,913 -816
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 29,958 17,622 4,391 5,150 2,644 152
5. Gross profit: 50,603 48,636 2,940 726 -731 -968
6. Minus financial charges: 8,666 5,302 1,878 1,070 373 43
7. Gross cash flow: 41,936 43,334 1,062 -345 -1,104 -1,011
8. Minus depreciation: 13,583 8,798 2,773 251 1,355 405
9. Net income before tax: 28,354 34,536 -1,711 -595 -2,459 -1,417

10. Minus income tax: 30,280 28,845 406 826 197 7
11. Net income after tax: -1,926 5,691 -2,117 -1,421 -2,656 -1,423
12. Plus depreciation: 13,583 8,798 2,773 251 1,355 405
13. Net cash flow: 11,656 14,489 656 -1,170 -1,301 -1,018

14. Net Financial Charges: 8,666 5,302 1,878 1,070 373 43
15. Loans: 68,705 51,128 7,237 7,680 2,004 656

Slovakia-- 1992

Number of Firms 370 161 63 74 57 15
Employment: 245,199 149,326 40,964 17,969 21,615 15,325
Employment %: 61 17 7 9 6
Loan Outstanding %: 42 3 42 9 4

1. Sales revenue:
2. Minus cost of materials and supplies:
3. Gross margin: 63,872 46,402 3,132 11,781 3,134 -576
4. Minus wages and wage taxes: 24,113 9,502 1,995 8,782 3,635 199
5. Gross profit: 39,758 36,900 1,137 2,999 -501 -775
6. Minus financial charges: 7,074 2,405 325 3,853 449 42
7. Gross cash flow: 32,684 34,495 812 -855 -950 -817
8. Minus depreciation: 10,411 6,865 2,278 302 443 523
9. Net income before tax: 22,273 27,630 -1,466 -1,157 -1,393 -1,341

10. Minus income tax: 24,267 18,932 305 4,337 699 -6
11. Net income after tax: -1,993 8,698 -1,771 -5,494 -2,092 -1,335
12. Plus depreciation: 10,411 6,865 2,278 302 443 523
13. Net cash flow: 8,418 15,562 507 -5,192 -1,649 -811

14. Net Financial Charges: 7,074 2,405 325 3,853 449 42
15. Loans: 49,107 20,845 1,435 20,656 4,198 1,973
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Annex II: Transition Matrices

Bulgaria

00,
60% -

1992 5°0.o%co E.X 1993

A: Profitable
A: Profitable : Loss, Positive cash

13: Loss, Positive cas
C: Loss, cannot service de C:Loss, cannot service debt

0: Loss, cannot pay wages D:Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay supplier E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers

1993 50%/o l-ti X 1994

A: Profitoa A: Profitable

B: Loss, Positive B Loss, Positive cash
C: Loss, cannot servc debtos antsriedb

D: Loss, cannot pay wag 0 Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers E Loss, cannot pay suppliers

10
1992 50% 1994

0% ~~~~~~~~~~~:Profitable
A: Profitable ss, Positive cash

B: Loss, Positive cash C Loss, cannot service debt
C: Loss, cannot service debLs,cno sriedb

D: Loss, cannot pay waesD: Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay supplier E Loss, cannot pay suppliers
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Czech Republic

1992 50%19

A: PrfialeBLos Postie cash
8:Ls,PsiieahC Loss, cannot service debt

C: Loss, cannot service debt 9 3
D: Loss, cannot pay wages ; .i D. Loss, cannot pay wages

E: Lass, cannot pay suppliersn 5 E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers

1993 50Y0< ~ ~ f1 1994

100 tM , A - 5

A: Proftib; 0 | i A : Profitable
A: Profitable B: Loss, Positive cash

C: Loss, cannot service debt C: Loss, cannot service debt
0: Loss, cannot pay wag D: Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers E Loss, cannot pay suppliers

60 ~~~~~~~~~~1994
1992 s0%

A: Profitab e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~roitbi
B: Loss, Positive cash Loss, Panotsitive ash

C: Loss, cannot service debtCLs antsriedb
D: Loss, cannot pay wage D: Loss, cannot pay wages

32 ~~~~~~~~~E: Loss, cannot pay suppir E Loss, cannot pay suppliersTrnionMtce



Hungary

870o°,/<*H-~~~
1992 60K_

1993

10%A: Profitable
A: Profitable

B. Loss, Positive cas . . . $ . >Loss, Positive cash
C: Loss, cannot service deb : Loss, cannot service debt

D: Loss, cannot pay wag Loss. cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay supplie oss, cannot pay suppliers

70 %< < Y -
60% :s - 1994

1993 '0'/v

20% _ § 

10%<1 1111 -

0 1_% Profitable
A: Profitable Loss, Positive cash

B: Loss, Positive cas LOSS cannot service debt
C: Loss, cannot service debrLosscanno s deb

D: Loss, cannot pay wage Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay supplier Loss, cannot pay suppliers

91

1992 60 1/ 1994

300/

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~Profitable
A: Profit a L oss, Positive cash

B: Loss, Positive cash Loss, cannot service debt
C: Loss, cannot service deb

D: Loss, cannot pay wages : Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay supplie : Loss, cannot pay suppliers
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Poland

1992 50% 1993

A;ProfitableA: Protitabl e**il|[.1i A Poial
A: Loss, Prositive a' r X i1 1 B Loss, Positive cash

B: Loss, Positive cash C Loss, cannot service debt

D: Loss, cannot pay wagesdb D Loss, cannot pay wages
E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers

B700N. D/ E i -

1993 50% 1994

A: Pro ntab :5 | > A: Profitable
3: Loss, Positive Loss, Positivecash

C: Loss, cannot service deb C Loss, cannot service debt
D: Loss, cannot pay wages D Loss, cannot pay wages

E: Loss, cannot pay supplie E Loss, cannot pay suppliers

1992 1994

A: Profitab e A Profitable
B: Loss, Positive cash Loss, Positive cash

C: Loss, cannot service deb C Loss, cannot service debt
D: Loss, cannot pay wages D Loss, cannot pay wages

E: Loss, cannot pay suppliers E Loss, cannot pay suppliers
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Slovakia

6929

D Loss. cannot pay 
: LoCsLos, cannot seric

E Loss, cannot pay tELoss, cannot pay
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Annex III: Markov Process

The analysis in this paper is based on a simple probability model
(Markov process) commonly used in financial studies. The Markov process is
based on the 1992-94 firm data described in Annex I. We start with the 1992
breakdown of firms into different profit/loss categories. Using the Bulgarian
data as an example, we start with 109 firms in category A, 19 firms in category
B, 148 firms in category C, 188 firms in category D, and 66 firms in category
E in 1992. Since no entry and exit of firms occurs in the dataset, we can find
each individual firm's profitability status in 1993. This information is used to
derive the probability of moving from one category to another:

P AA P BA P CA P DA P JA

P AB P BB P CB PDB P BB

P P JP C P CC P DC PlC (E)

P A D P J D P CD P DD P ZD

P A J P EP C P Dff P Ef

where the first subscript indexes the 1993 and the second one 1992 profit/loss
category.

The actual 1992-93 matrix for Bulgaria is:

Bulgaria

1993

A B C D E

A 0.39 0.14 0.13 0.28 0.06
B 0.16 0.21 0.42 0.21 0.00

1992 C 0.09 0.06 0.41 0.35 0.09
D 0.10 0.02 0.21 0.54 0.12
E 0.08 0.02 0.20 0.39 0.32

The number in bold, for example, shows that 39% of category E fms in 1992
moved to category D in 1993. We construct similar matrices for 1993-94 and
1992-94. The latter can be thought of as an average over two years. Annex II
provides graphs of all matrices used in the calculations.

The use of the 1992-94 transition matrix as a benchmark for the Markov
simulation implicitly assumes that the actual transition probabilities in those
years reflect the general trend over the next five years. While this is a widely-
used assumption in studies using industrialized countries data, it may be less
appropriate when applied to the former socialist countries. Nonetheless, given
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the lack of long time-series data, we use the Markov simulation and interpret
the results with caution.

The Markov simulation projects the number of firms in each profit/loss
category for future years. With no exit allowed, the number of firms in each
category for the next year can be calculated as:

PAA PRA PCA PDA PEA4

PAR PER PCR PDB PER

t+I I-f 1+ t+1I-It t 
( t b t+i n d = (n n n'nn ) PAC PBC Plc Pw PEe (2)

PAD P6D PCD POO PED

PAE PSE PCE PDR PE,

We next impose an exit rule based on balance sheet ratios (loss/net
worth). It takes about 2 years for a firm in category E to be decapitalized, 4
years for category D finns, 8 years for category C firms, 16 years for category
B firms. We do not base the exit rule on actual reported exists of firms, since it
is unclear whether those firms have simply not reported to the statistical office,
changed their names, merged with another firms or gone bankrupt. We also
increase the capital of firms that move to category A by 5 % again based on
balance sheet ratios. Using these rules, we get a decapitalization matrix R:

-0.050 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

0.0000 0.0625 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000

R= 0.0000 0.0000 0.1250 0.0000 0.0000 (3)

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.2500 0.0000

0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.5000

The matrix (I - R) where I is the identity matrix gives the remaining
capital of firns in each category. Allowing for exit, equation (2) can be re-
written as:

Nt+1 = Nt P (I-R) (4)

The Markov process based on a one year transition matrix yields 56
timepaths to solve for. Those are all the possible combinations of categories
that firms can move to between 1995 and 2000. This process is computationally
very burdensome. Instead, we use the 1992-94 transition matrix and calculate
the probability of each one of the 53 = 625 cases using equation (4). This gives
us the number of insolvent firms in 1996,1998, and 2000. The odd numbers
years' insolvency rates are extrapolated.

All computation programs are written in SAS and replicated on a
specialized GEMPACK software. They are available from the authors upon
request.
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